
Note: Always take care when using tools with sharp blades. These are extremely sharp. 

Thank you for purchasing our Davaon Pro Ratchet Telescopic Anvil Loppers. We hope you 

enjoy using it.  

 

Support—Should you have any queries you can contact us 24/7 by sending a message via 

your Amazon account—Your Orders then click Contact Seller box next to your purchase. We 
aim to answer any questions within 2 hours of receiving your message. 

To follow are some general care and user instructions: 

User & Care Instructions 

Pro Ratchet Telescopic Anvil Loppers 
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General Care Instructions 

1) CLEANING 

 Clean carefully after use using a damp soft cloth to clean handles and blades    
ensuring you clean away from the sharp edges (NOT INTO THEM). Mind your  
fingers 

 Then dry using another cloth if required 

2) Ensure they are closed after use - See page 2 for instructions 

3) Oil cutting mechanism from time to time 

4) STORE IN A SECURE, SAFE PLACE 

5) Check twist handle locks for tightness and bolts from time to time 
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User & Care Instructions 

Using A Ratchet Lopper 

 Using a lopper with a Ratchet Mechanism is very simple and it adds power to your hands. 

If you are used to using a non ratchet lopper then it may take just a few cuts to get used 
to the mechanism. But there is nothing to worry about as this is normal. 

Pro Ratchet Telescopic Anvil Loppers 

1) Open the loppers wide enough for 
the branch and ready to cut it 

3) Release a little and then squeeze 
again 

4) Continue this until the branch has 
been cut fully  

2) Squeeze handles fully together to 
start cutting the branch - You will likely 
hear a click and this is when the ratchet 
mechanism is  engaged in to 1 of the  
positions as seen below, depending on 
the thickness of the branch 

Closing Instructions 

1) Open and close handles (as if you were cutting something) until blade is 
closed.  

2) This allows the ratchet mechanism to engage and keep the loppers closed 

3) Put the plastic cover over the blades 

4) Store in a dry, safe place 
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Extending Instructions 

Note: Always take care when using tools with sharp blades. These are extremely sharp. 

User & Care Instructions 

3) Hold lopper as shown, not 
too close to the ratchet  
mechanism. Pull extending 
handle to length required 

4) Extend between 680mm and 1000mm and then 
twist lock in Closed arrow direction to lock in 
place 

Pro Ratchet Telescopic Anvil Loppers 

2) Twist the lock at the top of handles, one at a 
time, in the Open arrow direction. If it’s stiff then 
refer to next page for adjustment instructions 

1) Close the Loppers by 
opening and closing 
handles (as if you were 
cutting) until blade is 
closed 
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Adjusting the Lock 

Should the twist lock ever feel too loose then please follow these instructions.  

1) Insert a  small flat screwdriver head or pin into 
the small hole in the cap on the top of the handle 
that is stiff or loose.  

2) Then lift the cap out. 

3) Using a cross head screwdriver, push the driver 
down on the screw and rotate the screw clock-
wise until tight. 

4) Try twisting the lock in the open direction. (using 
fingers) It should now be a little stiffer 

5) Replace Cap and use. 

Pro Ratchet Telescopic Anvil Loppers 
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Davaon Garden Tools Range  

User & Care Instructions 

Why not check out the rest of our Davaon Garden Tools Range on Amazon: 

Just search DAVAON in the Amazon search bar 

Pro Ratchet Telescopic Anvil Loppers 


